This map is accurate from June 1, 2022 through August 31, 2022. Current maps are posted at [https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/dmv/agri-eg-veh/ag-prmts.aspx](https://wisconsindot.gov/Pages/dmv/agri-eg-veh/ag-prmts.aspx).

This map accompanies a permit to operate only on Wisconsin and U.S. Highways for self-propelled implements of husbandry (s. 340.01(24)(a), Wis. Stats.) and agricultural commercial motor vehicles (s.340.01 (1o), Wis. Stats.).

Operation on municipal, town or county roads must be authorized by the maintaining authority for those roads.

This map highlights the bridges and pavement segments on which travel is restricted for these vehicles. Those bridges and pavement segments are further identified in accompanying lists. Refer to the map key and permit for other operating conditions.

Please call us at (608) 266-7320 or email us at [AgVehicles@dot.wi.gov](mailto:AgVehicles@dot.wi.gov) if you have questions about this map or the accompanying permits or lists, or if you need to travel across a specific bridge or road segment identified as restricted.